LENOVO STANDS APART
DRIVEN BY A PASSION FOR EXPLORATION AND INNOVATION,
LENOVO™ HELPS COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES KEEP PACE
WITH EVOLVING DEMANDS AND DYNAMICS.

LENOVO TODAY

EMPOWERING LEARNERS
AND LEADERS
As the mission and business model evolve,

#1 Global PC Maker

technology is more critical than ever.
• Everything depends on bringing transformative
talent to campus—and making them successful
• Tomorrow’s opportunities demand nontraditional

#1 Worldwide Education
Technology Provider

skills and outcomes
• Infrastructure must continue to unify, meeting
diverse needs with consistent innovation and
clear return on investment

$45 Billion Fortune
Global 500 Company

• As traditional network perimeters disappear,
security and risk countermeasures must grow
in complexity

SOME THINKPAD®
INNOVATIONS
• TrackPoint® pointing device

A CULTURE OF CRAFTMANSHIP

• ThinkLight® LED keyboard light

Lenovo dreams, designs, and builds technology

• Roll cage design minimizes 		

differently. Our culture of craftsmanship elevates

motherboard flex
• Stainless steel hinges

a portfolio of solutions as comprehensive and
complete as the challenges you face.

• Integrated fingerprint reader
• ThinkVantage® Client Security
Solution unifies hardware and
software security layers
• Unique chassis drain holes designed
to quickly move spills away from
critical components

• Legendary Think brands have delivered awardwinning, world-changing product choices for
over 30 years
• A new standard in mobile productivity and 		
collaboration, with innovative touch and
multimode delivered with unmatched product
quality and security
• A relentless passion for unifying style, substance,
and security in meaningful ways
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GIVING YOU CONFIDENCE IN EVERY CHOICE
Lenovo understands that dependability demands both reliability
and security. We make both central to every decision we make.
• Layered ThinkShield security unites physical and 			
cybersecurity protection, including integrated Intel® Core™
processor features
• Tightened security gap with up to 99% fewer common 		
vulnerabilities and exposures than our major competitors
• Reliability earned through a focus on building products 		
MIL-SPEC tough and testing them even tougher than
the competition

A PARTNER IN YOUR OUTCOMES
We strive to be more than a provider,
collaborating with customers and decisionmakers to solve for the opportunities and
obstacles driven by new technology choices.
• Dedicated specialists with deep experience 		
in education technology decision-making
• Easy to work with and buy from, with broad 		
availability on state contracts and national 		
vehicles like NASPO and NCPA
• Passionate about a new generation of 		
technology solutions designed to
empower breakthrough
collaboration and creativity

MOBILITY THAT MATTERS
From the first ThinkPad delivered in 1992,
ThinkPad
X1 YogaTM

the brand radically transformed what
mobile computing and connectivity can do.
We continue that dedication to enabling a
world on the go, leading the market with
groundbreaking formats and features.

ThinkPad
X1 Carbon

Expansive device choices featuring
powerful Intel® Core™ processing for
high speed and peak performance

Better touch and digital ink experiences
for transformational teaching and
learning in class, at the lab, or in
ThinkPad X1 Tablet

the community

The perfect mix of style, substance,
and ultraportability

ThinkPad T490s

THE DESKTOP, EVOLVED
Even as workspaces evolve, desktops continue
to play a critical role in higher education. We are
consistently reinventing the format, starting with
our groundbreaking Tiny desktop PC.
• Space- and power-saving Tiny is bringing new
productivity to tight campus administrative 		
spaces and new use cases like digital signage
• Innovative Tiny-in-One makes PC sizing, 		
selection, setup, and maintenance easier
than ever
• Robust Intel® Core™ processing that supports
large files and complex administrative functions

M920z AIO

M920z Tower

M920 Tiny

Tiny-in-One 22/24

INTENSITY IN ACTION
From traditional engineering applications to new media and data tools, workstations are a
renewed focus for higher education technologists. Lenovo ThinkStation® workstations are
designed to keep campuses on the cutting edge of compute-intensive productivity.
• Diverse workstation portfolio, including ultraportable mobile workstations
• Cutting edge performance for advanced analytics and deep machine learning
• Powerful Intel® Core™ processing that supports complex applications
• Complete ISV certification on all major engineering, GIS, and media packages

ThinkPad P1

ThinkPad P52

ThinkStation
P330 Tiny

ThinkStation
P520c

To find out how Lenovo can help you empower
a new generation of explorers, please visit
www.lenovo.com/highered or contact us at
eduteam@lenovo.com for more details.
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